It is shown that in L. Schwartz's distribution space 3)', there exist sequentially open sets which are not open. The class of all sequentially open sets is not compatible with the vector space structure on 35'.
Let (S, 3) be a topological space. A set 4C5 is called sequentially closed if xEA whenever there exist xnEA, w=l, 2, • • • , such that xn->x for 3. We call (S, 3) and 3 sequential iff every sequentially closed set is closed.
T. Shirai [6, Théorème 5] proved that L. Schwartz's space 2D of test functions, with usual topology, is not sequential. The main purpose of this note is to prove that the space 3)' of distributions also is not sequential.
We call a set sequentially open iff its complement is sequentially closed. A topological vector space (S, 3) is called convex-sequential iff the convex sequentially open sets form a base for 3. It is easily shown that every bornologic locally convex space is convex-sequential [l, Theorem 6.3] . Thus all the spaces of the theory of distributions are convex-sequential with strong topologies. Weak topologies are not usually convex-sequential.
In distribution theory, weak convergence of sequences coincides with strong convergence. Then since the strong topologies are convex-sequential, the weak topologies must be neither convex-sequential nor sequential. Let C be a relation between sequences {xn} and points x in a space S, written xn->cx. Ii FES we say F is C-closed iff xnEF and xn->cx imply xEF. The complements of C-closed sets form a topology T(C). For any topology T, we have the relation C(T): convergence of sequences for T. J. Kisyñski [3] proved that if (S, C) is an "L'espace," then C(T(C)) = C. Earlier, F. Hausdorff [2] had come very close to the same result. Clearly T(C(T)) = T iff T is sequential.
Unfortunately, the map C-*T(C) from ¿""-convergences into sequential topologies fails to have good functorial properties. If (Si, Ci) and (S2, C2) are two L*-spaces, we have a natural L*-convergence CiXC2 in the Cartesian product SiXS2, but T(CiXC2) may strictly include the product topology T(d)XT(C2)l This possibility was apparently first discovered by J. Novak [4] . At the end of this note we will give some details of Novak's example, since it is simple and his original paper may not be easily accessible. In W. Slowikowski [7] has found, in certain cases, good conditions on T which allow every sequentially continuous linear form on T to be extended to a continuous linear form on S.
For still further examples of bad behavior of the map C-*T(C), see [l, §3] . Although convex-sequential topologies have some of the same pathology as sequential topologies, convexity at least improves the situation somewhat.
But there are natural nonlinear maps which are sequentially continuous and not continuous. another proof that S' and S' are sequential. I implied at the end of [l ] that 3}' is not sequential. This also was not based on any proof, but it happens to be true. Here (for the first time, to my knowledge) is a proof.
Proposition 1. SD' is not sequential (for its usual strong topology).
Proof. We do the proof for the real line R; general noncompact domains can be treated similarly.
Let {^rlr™! be a countable dense set in £>(R). Let {£/"}" On the other hand 3 is a topology with the same convergent sequences as the usual topology. Addition and multiplication by scalars are jointly sequentially continuous.
(In a related case, despite [8] , the space of Mikusiñski operators apparently has not been provided with a natural vector space topology.)
The proof of Proposition 1 above shows equally that the space 6' of Radon measures, as strong dual of the continuous functions with compact support [5, pp. 15-17] , is not sequential, and likewise for various intermediate spaces 33'"*. Here is Novak's example [4] on Cartesian products. Let Si = S2 = rational numbers, Ci = usual convergence.
We define an ¿-convergence Con S2:
xn-+cx 7e 0 if and only if xn-»cVC ;
xn-»c0 if and only if either Let C2 = C(T(C)), an ¿L*-convergence by [3] . Let 7? = the diagonal {(*, x):*eSi}, E = D~(Q, 0). Then E is T(CiXC2) closed, but its T(Ci) X T(C2) closure is D.
